
 
Technical Market View 

The S&P 500 (SPX) with a strong, albeit quiet, week with a green close every session and back above the 8- and 21-EMA 

late in the week. Volatility (VIX) continued to fade with a close below 28 for the first time since 6/10 when Jerome 

Powell’s comments and a spike in hospitalizations sparked a 48% jump. On Friday, we traded up to 3,145 which has been 

resistance multiple times since mid-June and failed to gain much momentum closing on the lows. And, after four green 

closes in a row, a small pullback early in the week to back-check the 8-EMA around 3,085 would be constructive to test 

the strength of the rebound. This would also align with the recent bull wedge breakout which measures up to 3,400. 

Momentum is also starting to shift back to the bulls on a more intermediate-term timeframe with MACD curling around 

and near a bullish cross after resetting near zero. The 21-EMA is flat but a bit of a move higher would start to see it curl 

back up while the 55-day remains positively sloped. The June highs near 3,200 a key spot for a sustained run. Below the 

8-EMA would target the 200-MA at 3,020.  

 

Market Sentiment/Breadth 

The latest AAII sentiment for the week ending 7/1 showed a 5.5% jump in neutral sentiment as bearish responses fell 3% 

and bullish fell 2%. Bearish sentiment remains elevated at 45.9% vs the historical average of 30.5%. NAAIM Exposure fell 

to 71.47%, down slightly from the prior week but remaining fairly highly elevated. Lipper Fund flows had another $10B 

in outflows, the third straight week. There has now been over $138B in outflows for the year. As of Friday’s close there 

were 353 new highs vs just 31 new lows, very extreme breadth. The percentage of stocks above their 50-MA rose to 

72.9% while those above their 200-MA was 38.6%. NYSE Summation continued to fade back to 737.62 and remains 

below its 8-EMA. However, it has started to flatten out and potential for a bullish cross again in the coming week. NYMO 

continued to bounce from last Friday’s low near -70 and now back around -8.5 and a more neutral reading. CBOE Equity 

P/C 50-MA remain complacent around 0.55. Cumulative A/D rose this week and remains supportive of the rally. CNN 

Fear and Greed closed at 50, Neutral.    



Market Event Outlook 

Monday: Composite PMI at 9:45am, Services PMI at 9:45am, ISM Non-Manufacturing PMI at 10:00am; International 

Data: German Factory Orders, UK Retail Sales 

Tuesday: JOLTs at 10:00am, API Inventories at 4:30pm; International Data: German Industrial Production, UK Labor 

Report; Earnings Before the Open: PAYX; Earnings After the Close: LEVI, SGH 

Wednesday: Weekly Mortgage Applications at 7:00am, EIA Inventories at 10:30am; International Data: EU Economic 

Forecasts, BOE Hearings, Japan PMI, China CPI; Earnings Before the Open: SMPL; Earnings After the Close: BBBY 

Thursday: Weekly Claims at 8:30am; International Data: German Import/Exports, Japan Machine Tool Orders; Earnings 

Before the Open: AZZ, HELE, WBA; Earnings After the Close: PSMT, WDFC 

Friday: Core PPI at 8:30am, WASDE at 12:00pm; Earnings Before the Open: GBX 

 

Weekly Open Interest Radar 

Dow (DOW) shares consolidating in a narrow three-week range above the 50-MA and clearing its short-term moving 

averages on Friday which are starting to curl higher. A run back above $45 targets a high-volume spot from February at 

$48 and then up through to $52 and with MACD starting to curl higher and bullish cross, a lot of room to run. DOW has 

some bullish notables in the September $35, $42.50, $45 and $50 calls.  

Trade to Consider: Long the DOW August $45 Calls for $1.50 

 



Weekly Options Technical Trade Set-Up 

Ticker ADI 

Trigger Level $123 

Call/Put Calls 

Strike $123 

Target $127 

Stop $121 

 

 

 

Insider Trade of the Week 

IHS Markit (INFO) with a notable insider buy from director Robert Kelly of 7,000 shares across 6/26 and 7/1 from $72.29 

to $75.88, a more than $500,000 investment. Kelly’s buys follow a $1.2M buy from director Bill Ford in March around 

$58.50. INFO has traded basically flat for the year, up over 16.5% in the last twelve months. Shares are around 7% below 

their 52-week high. The $30B company trades 24X earnings, 6.9X sales, and 49.7X FCF with a small yield. INFO expects 

low-double digit growth and sales growth around 5-6% through FY22. INFO has built themselves into a global leader in 

information, analytics and services with a plethora of IP in areas like financial services, transportation, resources, and 

CMS. They continue to see growth through new products, growth in demand due to rising compliance and regulatory 

costs, and strong pricing power which should help margins. Their depth of data gives them a long-term advantage as 

they start to apply more advanced analytics to create high-impact products for customers. Analysts have an average 

target for shares of $82, Wells and RBC with a Street High $90. The former noting on 6-24 that INFO is well-positioned to 

withstand macro headwinds given strong revenue visibility, well-diversified revenue, cost-cutting discipline, 

transparency, and overall resiliency. The latter positive on IHS Markit's diversified end market exposure, "must-have" 

services, and cost initiatives that should drive margin expansion of over 100bps along with solid earnings growth.  Short 

interest is 2.3% and down from around 4% recently. Hedge fund ownership rose marginally in Q1. Select Equity, Atlanta 

Capital, and Kensico all buyers.  



Earnings Preview 

Paychex (PAYX) will report earnings on Tuesday before the Open with the Street looking for $0.60 on $910.91M. The FY 

is guided to $3.00 on $4.04B. PAYX shares have closed lower in three of the last five with an average closing move of 1% 

and an implied move of 3.3%. The $27.37B company trades 27.59X earnings and 6.6X sales with a 3.25% yield. PAYX has 

taken estimates down quite a bit since March and now sees negative growth in FY21. PAYX is an integrated, cloud-based 

HCM platform with exposure to payrolls, benefits, HR, and insurance for small- and medium-sized businesses. PAYX has 

been focusing on investment in areas like retirement benefits, flexible and real-time payments, and data analytics/AI. 

COVID-19 has been a disruptive factor for many of their clients although seeing some improvement off the late April 

lows. A lot of focus in Q1 will be on the churn rate given the more challenging environment overall while some of the 

better employment data in June could be a tailwind for better visibility. Analysts have an average target for shares of 

$71. Deutsche Bank with a $75 PT in mid-May noting that while PAYX has seen a "modest bounce back" in late April and 

into early May volumes are still down in the double-digit teens and should continue to weigh. BMO with a $70 PT noting 

in March that the company’s HR services business could see increased demand due to the "expected complexity" of the 

fiscal stimulus plan. BAML has an Underperform for shares and they note that June will likely be an important month to 

gauge whether the re-opening of the economy is driving sufficient demand for PAYX to avoid a surge in client churn. 

Short interest is 3%. Hedge fund ownership rose 8% in Q1. Hamlin Capital a buyer of 544K shares while Greenlight 

Capital also with a new, small position. PAYX had an insider buy stock on 3/27 at $60.59, a small $100k buy but the first 

open market purchase since 2018.  

 

 

 

 

 



Top 40 Micro-Cap Profile of the Week 

Azure Power Global (AZRE) engages in the development, construction, ownership, operation, maintenance, 

and management of solar power plants in India. It had a 7 GW+ PAN India portfolio of solar assets and is 

India’s first private grid connected MW solar plant. Its mission is to be the lowest-cost power producer in the 

world. India’s economic growth is intrinsically linked to the increasing consumption of energy and natural 

resources. Energy demand has outpaced capacity additions in recent years, which has resulted in persistent 

peak power deficits in the country. Solar is an attractive option to help address this energy gap driven by 

regional fundamentals and regulatory support by the Indian government. The Indian government increased its 

2022 target for solar capacity from 20GW to 100GW.  

AZRE is seeing strong momentum in contract wins and capturing economies of scale as its G&A as a % of 

Revenue continues to fall while Adjusted EBITDA has jumped 313% since its IPO in 2016. It forecasts a 32% 

CAGR in MWs through FY25 and sees EBITDA climbing 4-5X.  

 

 

 



OpEx Notable Open Interest 

 

Technical Scans 

BULL SCANS 

Notable 8/21 EMA Bull Crossovers: GOOG, V, UNH, PEP, PLD, ISRG, ADP, LFC, MMC, SHW, EMR, ETN, DOW, ES, TROW, 

AZO, AWK, PH, BLL, PANW, FTNT, TLK, SLF, DTE, APTV, IBKR, CMS, HES, KMX, DRE, LBTYK, SUI, Z, ZG, IEX, ELS, VAR, MT, 

BAH, MOH, HAS, RPM, CCC, NTCO, SQM, NWSA, AZPN, RGEN, PLAN, SYNH, BERY, RHI, ALLO, CUBE, KIM, TECK, FR, ACC, 

COR, MDU, FCN, TERP, TTEK, LSTR, GBT, HBI, MDLA, BRX, WMGI, FLS, ADC, EME, HLNE, MAT, SPCE, PAG, IGT, SPB, CAR, 

IDCC, KFY, MLI, RGNX, RCM, VCYT, SKY, NSTG, CBZ, TTMI, LZB, UNFI, VRTU, KRG, CLM, VCEL, GTS, BFYT, ETG, FNDF, EVV, 

XLRE, NFJ, RQI 

Notable 13/34 EMA Bull Crossovers: FIS, HUM, XEL, IBKR, CMS, CHKP, TCOM, DPZ, DOV, PKX, MASI, AVTR, CPT, ORI, 

COR, EBS, CCOI, EME, GRA, CFX, SIGI, MTOR, PDCE, VCYT, AXNX, TTMI, BANR, EPAC, GOSS, BKE, XPER, RDUS 

Notable 21/55 EMA Bull Crossovers: MT, ES, AES, NFG, MOS, SMPL, SAGE, ZGNX, AVNS, TTMI 



Emerging Strength (Daily RSI Cross of 50 w/ Accumulation/Distribution Ratio at 12 Week High): PETS 

20 Day Highs with Strong Closes: FAST, FMS, TAL, CRWD, MASI, IMMU, TXG, GNRC, RARE, ATR, NEP, DSGX, SFIX, VRNS, 

NSTG, LMNX, CYRX, WRTC 

BEAR SCANS 

Notable 8/21 Bear EMA Crossovers: MRNA, DHI, TEVA, PE, UAL, IIVI, DIOD, WERN, ALLK, SMCI, AEO, IMVT, MLHR, NTGR, 

FIXX 

Notable 13/34 EMA Bear Crossovers: AXP, FITB, RF, GNTX, FFIV, IAC, NCLH, ACIA, KAR, VNOM, WBS, YELP, SKYW, HRTX, 

ACB, PPBI 

Notable 21/55 EMA Bear Crossovers: UBER, PSX, ANET, RJF, ATHM, MGM, CRI, FANG, PNFP, TSEM, YELP, MLHR, SCS, 

DSPG 

20 Day Lows with Weak Closes: USB, MSI, WORK, BURL, GDDY, TDY, BAP, LYFT, DOX, LNC, FIVE, CMA, SHLX, HFC, WES, 

CAE, WAL, BXMT, BLUE, AJRD, KEX, JCOM, SATS, VSAT, DCP, KOD, AMN, MAIN, HP, CVI, PRNB, PBH, KAR, AUB, PEB, NS, 

HEP, SMCI, WCC, MLHR, NGM, TBPH, BMA, PBF, EAT, CEQP, DLX, GEL, DUO, ATEX, APLT, NBLX, CUE, RLMD, MTEM, PBFX, 

DDS, TBK, BHLB, IHRT, INSW, BJRI, TNK, XPEL, HVT, INFU, CPS, CORR, TA, DSS, HOFV 

OBV 3 Month Low: WMT, LBRDK, TDY, DISCA, DISCK, WUBA, HII, POST, PB, ORI, RGA, LEG, CAE, STRA, BXMT, ALLK, VLY, 

OMCL, SJI, UMPQ, ADS, QURE, PRNB, PGRE, MOG.A, UCBI, TCBI, VGR, FRO, NAVI, ARGO, HTLF, SVC, REPL, DHT, FRG, 

FBNC, RLMD, INN, DDS, VEC, TBK, NLTX, NFBK, IHRT, VVI, DSSI, ATRO, CLDT, LQDA, INFU, NBSE 

 

 

Disclaimer: 

Not Investment Advice or Recommendation 

Any descriptions "to buy", "to sell", "long", "short" or any other trade related terminology should not be seen 

as a recommendation.  The Author may or may not take positions in any of the names mentioned, and is not 

obligated to disclose positions, nor position sizes. 

Content is for informational and educational purposes only. You alone will need to evaluate the merits and risks 

associated with the use of this content. Decisions based on information provided are your sole responsibility, 

and before making any decision on the basis of this information, you should consider (with or without the 

assistance of a financial and/or securities adviser) whether the information is appropriate in light of your 

particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. Investors should seek financial advice 

regarding the suitability of investing in any securities or following any investment strategies. 

No reference to any specific security constitutes a recommendation to buy, sell or hold that security or any 

other security. Nothing constitutes investment advice or offers any opinion with respect to the suitability of any 

security, and the views expressed on this website should not be taken as advice to buy, sell or hold any security. 

In preparing the information contained in this website, we have not taken into account the investment needs, 

objectives and financial circumstances of any particular investor. This information has no regard to the specific 

investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any specific recipient of this information and 

investments discussed may not be suitable for all investors. 


